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Guideline for Online Bill submission by Rice 

Mills 

Online billing system for the Rice Mills engaged for custom milling has been introduced by 

the Food & Supplies Department from KMS 2020-21 vide Order No 2581-FNS dated 

06.08.2021. Under the said system, there is no need to submit hard copy of bills to the 

respective offices for payment of different incidentals like milling charges etc. Bills can be 

submitted ONLINE by the concerned Rice Mills (in case of CPC/DPC now) and the 

supporting documents are to be uploaded through online platform as well. The submitted bills 

will be processed after due verification at the end of DCF&S/Accounts Officer in the Office 

of DCF&S, the said bills are to be processed and accordingly funds are to be released by the 

Dte. of Finance after observing necessary formalities. 

Guideline for Rice Millers:- 

 There is separate user id and password for each and every enlisted rice mill. This user 

id and password can be used for Rice Mill Billing itself. The same user ID and 

Password shall be used for submitted bills also by the Rice Millers. 

 All claims will be remitted to the specific bank account of the concerned rice miller. 

Hence, extra caution shall be taken in providing correct details of bank accounts/ 

PAN/ GSTN etc. As the claim amount will be disbursed directly into the given Bank 

Account thus extra caution should be taken by the Rice Millers while entering the 

Bank Account and other details. 

 After logging in, please click “Bank A/c Details Entry” and enter requisite details 

carefully. 
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 While submitting details, please be careful in providing correct information. The 

same will be verified by the office of DCF&Ss after which the Bills will be 

processed. Claim can only be submitted after verification of Bank Account details 

in the Office of DCF&S. 

 
 Once the bank details are verified, the Bills may be generated by clicking “Claim 

Bill” option from the left menu items. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Consolidated e-WQSCs that has been generated and approved by DCF&S, will be 

visible after selecting the Purchase centers and Godowns from the drop down 

menu under “Claim Bill” link, as shown above. 
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 One or more RROs may be selected for generating bills, on clicking rightmost 

button, as shown here. 

 
 The Bill summary/item wise entitlement may be seen by clicking “View Claim” 

tab. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 The window showing details of the claims will be displayed, as shown above. 

 
 If claim amount shown is not proper, then objection may be raised by clicking 

“Raise Dispute” button. If the Claim amount appears not as per Cost Sheet issued 

by the State Government then the Rice Miller may raise his points of 

disagreement through the “Raise Dispute’ button. 
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The reasons of disputes shall be written in the dialogue box and confirm for submitting it. 

 If claim amount shown is satisfactory, then the bill may be forwarded by clicking 

“Submit Claim” button. 

 
 The system will direct to upload necessary documents in connection with the 

claim. The documents shall be in parity with the amount of paddy handled and 

CMR delivered as mentioned in RRO(s) and corresponding e-WQSC(s), as shown 

below. 
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 Some documents like  

i. Bi-partite Agreement 

ii. CPC tagging order 

iii. Work orders & Agreement in connection with Mandi Labou 

iv. Notifications for payment of Mandi Labour charges (Cost Sheet) 

v. Transportation work order 

vi. Transportation Agreement 

vii. Indent for gunny bag for filling paddy at CPCs 

viii. Gunny Indent for delivering CMR in once used gunny bags 

are “Historical” in nature and needs to be uploaded once. Rest documents need to 

be uploaded with each bill following the quantity of paddy/ rice, as the case may 

be. 

 
 DCF&S, in turn, after due verification, will send the bill online to Dte. of Finance 

for disbursement. 

 
 Dte. of Finance, after receiving the claim from the concerned DCF&S, shall verify 

and process the claim if found to be in order and will release fund accordingly. 

 
 From his login, the rice mill concerned can view the latest position of his claimed 

bill. 
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Guideline for DCF&S:- 

 At first DCF&S will be required to create login for designated staffs/ Accounts 

Officer (A.O.) for processing the bills by clicking “Create User” button. 

 

 In his own login, DCF&S may see the details of submitted bills and then process 

those accordingly. 

 
 The DCF&S shall verify bank account details of rice millers. If the account details is 

not entered properly by the rice miller, then it may be returned back to the concerned 

rice mill for rectification and resubmission. 
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 On approval of Bank details, DCF&S will be required to process the Bills on FIFO 

basis. 

 
 Designated staff now will be able to view submitted bills in his login which have been 

submitted by the rice mills. 

 

 
 

 The designated staff may book the deduction against Income Tax etc. 
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 If found satisfactory, the staff will forward the Bill to the Accounts Officer of 

the district. 

 

 Account Officer can view all the pending claim bills after logging in as forwarded 

by the staffs. 

 He will verify it finally and if satisfied, will send the same to the DCF&S by 

clicking “Forward and Approve” button. 

 

 

 After due verification, DCF&S will either “Reject” the bill or “Approve” the submitted 

bill. The approved bills will land in DF’s login and the rejected bills will 

be

 

returned to Rice Millers end for resubmission. 
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 In case of failure of payment due to incorrect Bank Account details, 

Inoperative/Dormant Bank Account etc, such claims will be failed and shall be 

available in the login of DCF&S. DCF&S shall verify the reason of failure from the 

system and rectify the Bank Account details (if required) and resubmit the claim to 

Director of Finance end for repayment. 

 Once the claims of the Rice Miller is approved at DCF&S end, all such incidentals 

shall be booked in the PDS accounts of the District and payment liability will be 

created in favour of the Rice Miller against the incidental charges viz. Mandi Labour 

charges, Transportation Charges etc. 

 

Guideline for Dte. of Finance:- 
 

 In the beginning of the KMS, entry of rate of each individual item in the system as 

per Cost Sheet has to be made by him. These rates should be verified vigorously 

so as to avoid future complications. Upon issuance of State Provisional Cost Sheet 

for a particular KMS, the Director of Finance shall enter the rates of each 

incidental charges in the Rate master available in his/her login. 

 

 Adequate number of staff has to be designated in order to dispose claims as 

received from the districts. For speedy and effective disposal of claims, district- 

specific staff order should be issued. Director of Finance shall create the Staff and 

Approver login for processing of the claims forwarded online from the Office of 

DCF&S. 

 

 At DF’s login, number of pending bills (District-wise) can be viewed. 

 
 Bills should be processed on regular basis. In case of any dispute regarding any 

bill, concerned Account Officer may be instructed on urgent basis. Bills 

forwarded online shall be scrutinized on the basis of documents uploaded by the 

Rice Miller, Cost Sheet rates, WQSC etc and if found to be order payment shall be 

released directly into the Bank Account of the Rice Millers subject of availability 

of fund. 

 

 In case of any disagreement with respect of Deduction and other matters the 

Director of Finance may return back the claim to DCF&S for resubmitting the 

claims after correction, if any. 

 

 Director of Finance shall deposit the amount of Income Tax-TDS deducted into 

the Government exchequer and submit necessary report/returns for such deduction 

and deposition. 

 

 MIS and Reports shall be available for monitoring of claims submitted, processed, 

pending for payment etc. 
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 Once the payment is made to the Rice Miller, Director of Finance shall make 

necessary accounting entries in the books of accounts for nullifying the liabilities 

already created by the Districts in favour of the Rice Miller. 

 After due approval, bill payments may be released accordingly. 

 
 This system is a transparent one. It allows everyone to view at whose end the 

concerned bill is pending. Therefore, monitoring of disposal of bill claims should 

be made on regular basis. 
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